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The Memory Chest is a separated compartment which can be added to any 50 c.i. or larger pet cremation urn. The memory
chest is a great place to keep cherished items and mementos (i.e. collars, tags and photos) of your beloved pet, while the
separated lower area contains a section that is the pet cremation urn to hold your pet’s cremains. The memory chest is beautifully
lined with a hunter green felt flocking on the sides and bottom of the memory chest area. The standard depth of the memory
chest area is approximately 1-1/2" deep and comes with two hidden solid brass hinges and a solid brass friction latch.

Chest Add-On Option May Delay Shipping Up to 5 business days
Special Note: Cubic inch capacity with 1-1/2” deep Memory Chest option (Subtract 1-3/4” from height of inside dimensions).
This option will reduce the cubic inch capacity of the urn. Please refer to the urn specifications for the cubic inch capacity.

100% Made In America
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Prices reflect Standard Solid Red Oak Urns. Solid Red Oak/Red Alder Combo Urns are additional, see backside poem add-on price.
All prices are subject to change without notice. Shipping Cost are not included in price.
Natural is the standard in-stock color for Solid Red Oak, Solid Red Alder & Combo Red Oak/Red Alder Wood Urns.
Only Solid Red Oak Urns may be stained in any Minwax Oil-Based Stain and will require (5) five business days before item can be shipped.
Quantity Orders of 3 or more of a particular type/size urn may take up to (5) five business days before items are available to ship.
* NOTE: Special Order (Shown with Asterisk) Items may require (5) five additional business days before item can be shipped.
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